Schörghuber
kindergarten doors
In kindergartens and day-care centres the most important
aspect is safety. To ensure this constantly during everyday
play and activities the doors used in this sector must
comply with special requirements. In addition to functional
requirements they must also feature attractive designs that
match a playful environment.
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Kindergarten doors for all purposes
Group activity rooms
Separate group activity rooms are individualised by designs with different colours. Doors and
interior designs in colours that match the associated group colour highlight the conceptual aspects
of the educational aims. Coloured doors can serve the orientation as well as the identification of
young children with the rooms and their respective groups. The doors and frames have rounded
edges to minimise the dangers of injury. The doors must be sturdy and easy to open and close.

Doors for quiet rooms
Children need an equal balance between physical activity and quiet relaxation times. This is why
quiet and relaxation rooms are important. They offer retreat areas throughout the entire day.
Acoustic insulation doors ensure undisturbed naps, reliably keeping the noise outside. Glazing
offers additional design and functional options. The door sets must be designed in such a way
that risks of injury are minimised.

Multi-purpose room doors
Activity rooms serve children and teachers as communication, recreation and play areas. This is
also where they often have their meals. The doors of such rooms must be positioned in such a way
that children are not endangered by opening door leaves. Rounded doors and frames prevent sharp
edges and corners that may injure children.

Doors for sanitary areas
These doors must be particularly quick and easy to access by children. They mostly consist
of damp room doors that are easy to clean. They are resistant to dirt and the effects of moisture.
Various glazing cut-outs allow teachers and children to look inside the room. Ventilation grilles
in the door leaf provide air circulation.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Lever handles
In acc. with DIN 18101, the lever height measured
from the top edge of the finished floor is 1050 mm.
Lowered levers allow even the youngest children
to easily open and close doors.

Steel rounded frame

Glazing cut-outs

The steel rounded frame “KG version” was designed with a rounded shape so
that it has no sharp corners or edges on which children may injure themselves.
Due to the rounded shape, the door leaf pivots around the frame at a minimum
distance, practically preventing fingers from entering the gap and getting
trapped. The lock plate and the hinges of this frame design are flush-fitting.

Glazing cut-outs present views inside the room and allow daylight to enter.
There are no limits to the design options. Whether glass side elements,
glazing cut-outs in the door leaf, round, angular or special shaped variations,
different positions in the door leaf – anything is possible. Glazing beads can
be designed in contrasting colours or matching the surface finish and either
surface-mounted or inserted flush-fitting.

Tested for low emissions
Schörghuber doors and wooden frames are not
harmful to the health. The used materials were
subjected to emission tests and classified as low
emission.

Group activity room with steel round-shaped frame
In childcare facilities doors and frames must be sturdy and safe. The steel round-shaped frame
“KG version” was especially developed for this sector. It can be combined with single and double-leaf
door leaves of 42, 50 and 70 mm door thickness from the Schörghuber programme. The functions
of fire protection T30 and T90, smoke protection and sound insulation up to Rw,P = 42 dB as well
as burglary protection are available.

Rounded edges

Finger protection roller

Playroom door with “Softline” wooden block frame

To comply with the recommendations of the GUV directives, frames and door
edges can be rounded. The “Softline” wooden frames have a radius of 3 mm.
Plastic edges, concealed edge bands and unconcealed edge bands can be
selected also as a rounded version with a radius of 3.5 mm. The integrally cast
PU edge has a radius of 3 mm as standard.

Finger protection rollers offer effective protection against unintended trapping
of fingers between the door leaf and the frame. They offer permanent protection
as they are automatically activated upon opening. They prevent injury on the
hinge-side edge. Finger protection rollers are fastened on site to the door leaf
and frame. Retrofitting to Schörghuber fire protection doors is possible in line
with the approval.

Doors and wooden frames with rounded edges are often used for playrooms. Frames and door
leaves that are flush-fitting with the wall further reduce the danger of injury as there are no
projections. The wooden block frame “Softline” in combination with a flush door type 1 with 42
mm door thickness and edges in the rounded version fulfils this requirement. The use of concealed
hinges prevents the danger of children's hands becoming entrapped. As their swing radius is smaller
than that of surface-mounted hinges, there is no gap when the door is opened.

HPL laminate
When used as a door leaf and wooden frame
surface finish, HPL laminate is especially durable
and long lived. In addition, it offers many design
possibilities due to its multitude of colours and
structures. The laminate can feature any design
as a digital print.

Free swing door closer
Door closers with free swing function
are convenient for smoke and fire protection
doors. The free swing door closer allows children
to effortlessly open the door with nearly
no resistance.
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Kindergarten doors in action
02

01

01 Troplo childcare centre in Hamburg

Fire/smoke/sound protection door Rw,P =
42 dB type 5 with solid wooden frame, solidcoloured HPL laminate, concealed closer with
compensator function, finger protection roller.

02 Troplo childcare centre in Hamburg

Solid core door type 16, with solid wooden
frame, fixed side element in panel version, solidcoloured HPL laminate, finger protection roller.

03 Knirpsentreff childcare centre in Berlin

Sound insulation door Rw,P = 37 dB type 1
with steel round-shaped frame, powdercoated, round glazing cut-out, concealed
closer.
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